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Since a well known paper by Kondo [I] , most of the experimental effort in the field of dilute alloys has been focused on one impurity effects. Very extensive data are now available on quite a number of systems and no doubt remains about the reality of those effects which were successful in inexplaining the resistivity minimum as well as many other properties which appear to scale as functions of TIT, or H/HK where TK of HK are parameters characteristic of the alloy and independent of the concentrations. In our group, in Grenoble, we have been interested in interactions between magnetic moment through Rudermann, Kittel, Kasuya, Yosida (R.K.K.Y.) interactions and evolved towards the study of one impurity effects following a very general trend. Most of our more recent work, however, convinces us that we can use some of our former experience in interactions when trying to understand so called one impurity effects : of course, most experimentalists are conscious of the necessity to make measurements at very low concentrations ; but the estimation of what a low concentration is, is very often made with reference to the difficulty of the measurement and not with regard of the extent of the spoiling which results on the studied effect. We feel this is the reason for the apparent inaptitude of the experimentalists to provide the theoreticians with sufficiently credible and general laws which may give at least a hint of what is the real thermal evolution of such fundamental properties as for example the susceptibility. Since, it seems to us that interactions may play a very critical role in inducing a moment to appear or vanish on a given impurity, and since a magnetic moment is very effective in spoiling a non magnetic effect, it appears worthwhile to recall some very simple facts about magnetic interactions between moments in alloys [2] . This will provide us with useful criteria in order not to confuse them with one impurity effects. ri j due to all the other impurities is weighted by a distribution function P(H) = dN/dH which gives the statistical weight for each value of the field H, and the average is taken for all the values of H. All the geometrical data about the relative disposition of the impurities are contained in P(H). We now consider a given alloy of concentration c and retain only the impurities. All we have to do to formally construct an alloy of different concentration c', is to fill the holes between the impurities with bigger or smaller atoms of the host. Obviously cr3 = c' r f 3 (r is any distance in units of the host lattice) because we conserved the same number of impurities. This basic idea was already stated by Blandin [3]. Since cr3 is seen to be concentration independent so are the solutions in H.
(Modifications of the period of the oscillation are neglected, assuming the cos function plays an averaging role and is sufficiently defined by a mean value and higher order moments. This is correct for small enough values of the concentration.) If the system of equations in Hi/c for the molecular field is valid for any concentration so is consequently the function (Incidentally the proportionalities of the width A of P(H) to c and of P (H = 0) to llc are thus demonstrated.) If a finite temperature T and an external field h are introduced, the value of ,uj in the expression of Hi/c .will be modified through some function
Bs [--kT 1. (Fig. 2) . In this system, a single parameter is not sufficient to characterize the magnetic state of all impurities but some atoms in number proportional to c3 (groups of 3 atoms probably) have retained a magnetic moment while most do not contribute to magnetic order. In the following we will ask from the experiment a few more indications which may help in tracking the conditions in which the magnetic characters of one impurity may be enhanced or quenched from one to the other site of a given alloy.
11. The effect of interactions on the magnetism of impurities..-We will consider magnetic, all impurities which give rise to magnetic order or which yield a Curie law for the susceptibility in the paramagnetic state over To. If a Curie Wejss like law is obtained with a Curie temperature TK large compared to the temperature range of the experiment, the impurity will be considered non magnetic in this range. This experimentalist's criterion of course depends of the range of the measurement and we will eventually speak of more or less magnetic impurities according to the magnitude of TK in our range of interest (usually 0.04 O K to 10 OK). We will start our study with the &Co system. Hyperfine specific heat results will be presented in this issue where it is shown that a magnetic moment is attached to groups of three neighbours [4] . Magnetization measurements (Miss Lecoanet) show exactly the same thing [5] . We will confine ourselves to the analysis of the initial susceptibility which (over the ordering temperature) can be developped as :
Here pl and TI, p2 and T2 are the respective effective moments and Kondo temperatures for an isolated atom and an atom of a pair and N, and N, the associated numbers of Co atoms (N1 = c(1 -c)I2,
). This expression involves five parameters and some explanations are needed about their determination. First, in the region much below TI and T2 where the non magnetic contribution may be estimated constant -xo, a plot of xi T = C + X , T yields straight lines allowing a determination of both C and x0 (Fig. 3) . For different concentrations C remains proportional to N3 showing that the groups of 3 may be considered magnetic in our temperature range (over 0.04 OK) since a Curie law is observed for them : ,u3 -3.6 pB per atom (S -1.35). Then x,/N, is plotted as a function of N2/N3 and a straight line is observed (Fig. 4) The magnetization curves at 1.30K are shown (Fig. 6) for concentrations between 10 and 600 ppm Fe. The differential susceptibility in 60 kOe (AMIAH),, ,,,, is proportional to c, showing that the variations of the high field magnetization are determined by a one impurity effect. An extrapolation to zero field of this slope in 60 kOe, yields a term o, which varies mainly with c2. The initial susceptibility varies like c + c2. This is a hint that interaction effects (mainly pair effects) are decisive in determining the variations of the magnetization below 40 kOe in this concentration range. This is confirmed by the fact that o, (and not (AM/AH),,,,,)
is very sensitive to the thermal treatment.
The unambiguous determination of a c2 dependence in the initial susceptibility necessitated a careful study over a large concentration range. NMR measurements by Golibersuch and Heeger [lo] yield the equivalent of a magnetization curve where similar curvatures are observed. Those results were interpreted as experimental evidence for the existence around the impurity of a (< quasi particle D. It would be of interest to determine unequivocally whether those effects are proportional to c, as claimed by the authors, or if they are the same effects that are observed here and for which a very different interpretation is proposed. The actual magnetization is analysed as
Separation of Ml(H) and M,(H) is made at each temperature for different field values by plotting
The one impurity part M,(H) is given for different temperatures in figure 7 where we see that the main curvatures have been removed. The related susceptibility x,(T) follows a Curie Weiss law of the form p&/3 k(T + TK) yielding TK = 29 OK and peff = 3.4 p, in good agreement with Hurd's high temperature measurements [l l]. On the same graph plots of the actual bulk susceptibility per unit concentration are given where low temperature divergences are observed. In our scheme they are due to the pairs which we will now consider : the general trend of M2(H) (Fig. 7) suggests magnetism ; x2(T) is seen to follow a Curie law above 1.3 OK within experimental error : assuming we observe the paramagnetism of Nc2 moments of spin S, both N and S can be tentatively determined from the two equations :
The value obtained for S is 2.6 p, i. e. two times the value which may be deduced for S from the p,, of the isolated atoms, in agreement with the pair model. The value obtained for N is large and shows that the pairs considered here are not restricted to first neighbours but that the interaction is of much larger extent ; allowing for an equal number of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic pairs one finally finds that there are approximately N = 560 given critical sites around where a given Fe atom may find a partner to build a pair. In other terms, two neighbours within 10 A
give a magnetic (Curie like) susceptibility above 1.3 OK. Whether all those pairs are really magnetic (TK = 0) or only nearly magnetic (TK lowered) is another question. Comparison of our results with the results at lower temperature by Daybell and Steyert [12] and Golibersuch and Heeger [lo] suggests that quite a number of those pairs will lose their moment below 1 OK. This, we think, is along one's natural conception that we deal with a complete distribution of Kondo temperatures between a maximum value and zero according to the extent of the interaction which is present on a given impurity site. Our approach is an over simplification analogous to the one which consists in attributing the bulk effect to the isolated atoms alone ; but we have taken the analysis a step further and although the description of the pair effect is very crude, such mean values as the critical distance 10 A or the critical local concentration 11560 (to be compared to the values 2/12 and 8/12 obtained for AuCo or CuNi) are interesting parameters to test thestrength -of the interaction which is necessary to induce magnetism on a given impurity. This analysis has been kept much on the experimental side and although much evidence has been given for the existence of interactions, very little has been said about what those interactions are. In 1959 Blandin and Friedel [3] already remarked that the Hartree Fock criterion for the occurence of magnetism (1 -Up(EF) < 0) could be sensitive to modifications of the density of states p(EF) due to the presence of other impurities. A mechanism for such modifications has been demonstrated by Caroli [13] . In both the Kondo and the localised spin fluctuation (LSF) theories, the characteristic temperature TK depends on p, the local density of states. If we think the conditions in a disordered alloy are better approached by allowing p to vary from site to site according to the local modifications of the ideal matrix due to the presence of other impurities, we are led to the idea that TK also may have different values TKloo depending on the site. A parameter < T~ >av = T~lo. P(T~103 dT~b. the properties of alloys with non zero concentration, at least at temperatures large compared with the width of P(TKIoc) where we may assume this distribution is sufficiently defined by a mean value < TK >, , ; this parameter would be shifted from the value TK towards lower (or higher) values when c increases. Obviously the susceptibility results on CuFe (Fig. 7) may be fitted in the high temperature region by a formula C Xi = T + < T K with < TK > , as given in figure 8 . The knowledge of the whole distribution P(TKloF) would be desirable to account for the low temperature divergences also ; but, this first approximation with only a mean value shows that a distribution may account for the same results than the probably too schematic criterion that we used before (pairs at 10 magnetic). The next and final illustration we propose is from resistivity data on the -AuFe system. Loram and al. [14] have shown that over TK, for low enough concentrations (< 25 ppm) the results are well fitted with Hamman's law :
with taking S = 0.77 and TK = 0.25 OK. Changing TK by we find could then be a better parameter than TK to describe where
is a function (Fig. 9 ) which may be considered constant (--1) in the region where R undergoes it's main variations. Then the resistivity at non zero concentrations should still approximately follow Hamman's law but should not be proportional to c but rather to We see that linearity is correctly observed between the low temperature maximum which signals the occurence of ordering effects [16] and the high temperature anomaly to Mathiessen's law [17] . We do not observe a proportionality of AR to c (this fact was already noticed by Brewer and al. [14] who considered the slope of the logarithmic increase) ; even for concentrations of the order 800 ppm there is a maximum of the 
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The data are from ref. When the mean concentration c becomes higher than c,, most impurities become magnetic through interactions and magnetic cooperative effects dominate with ordering temperatures To proportional to c.
